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Abstract

Microcavity Waveguide Characterization for Quantum Dot Side Excitation

by

Benton Miller

Efficient and reliable single photon sources are integral to many new technological proto-

cols such as photonic computing and quantum key distribution. Our laboratory studies

quantum dot/microcavity structures for application in single photon sources. The cur-

rent excitation protocol consists of exciting the quantum dot in the cavity mode and

employing post-selection (cross polarizers on either side of the cavity) to avoid mixing

the excitation light with the single photon output. However, the presence of these po-

larizers blocks a significant portion of the single photon output, causing a decrease in

brightness for the single photon source. A distinct method of excitation is proposed where

the excitation light enters the cavity perpendicular to the cavity mode. This avoids the

necessity for polarizers and the subsequent brightness loss. In order to implement this

protocol, the properties of light propagation perpendicular to the cavity mode of the

structure must be studied. Through the analytic use of transfer matrices and numerical

simulation methods, this thesis first studies the guided modes of resonant light through

the structure, then experimentally verifies that existence of guided modes exist with a

broadband source at the relevant frequencies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Utility of Single Photon Sources

Reliable single photon sources are fundamental bases for many quantum technology

schemes. Photonic computing consists of manipulating the quantum states of single pho-

tons through quantum logic gates. An entangled photon can act as a qubit, and when

manipulated with quantum logic gates, various quantum algorithms can be carried out

which mathematically supersede their classical counterparts in efficiency. These algo-

rithms will revolutionize our algorithm-creation strategies as it allows for a means to

quickly solve problems, which classical algorithms suffer an insurmountable inefficiency.

For example, Shor’s algorithm allows a quantum computer to find the prime factors of

a large number N in the order of log(N) steps, whereas its classical counterpart would

factor the same number in
√
N steps. While at first appearance this may not seem like

such a large difference,
√
N = 2

1
2
log(N), meaning the number of steps required for the clas-

sical algorithm increases like a power law with respect to the number of steps required

in Shor’s quantum algorithm.[1]

In addition to computation schemes, the existence of reliable single photon sources
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Introduction Chapter 1

is necessary for cryptography protocols that could provably enhance cybersecurity. One

such protocol is quantum key distribution, which allows for the transfer of a cryptographic

key via use of a quantum communication channel such that if an eavesdropper were to

capture information from the quantum channel, the key receiver would be notified. This

process requires the use of single photons, because if multiple photons are simultaneously

sent through the quantum channel containing the same information, there is a chance an

eavesdropper could access the secure information undetected[2].

1.2 Single Photon Source Metrics

I have mentioned that the photonic implementations of these two schemes are predi-

cated on reliable single photon sources. But what exactly do I mean by “reliable”, and

how do we judge the success of a single photon source? In the scientific literature, there

are three experimental figures of merit to keep in mind when evaluating single-photon

sources. These figures combined more or less measure whether the single photon source

produces light pulses of one photon at a time, and how fast it produces them. These

figures of merit are called purity, indistinguishability, and brightness[3].

Purity is a measure of the second order correlation function for a light pulse g20

measured in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment (I’ll give a brief description of this

experiment shortly). Light pulses can be decomposed into a linear combination of linear

plane modes, with the number state of each mode |n〉k,p and its corresponding coefficient

: ck,p is dependent on the polarization p and spatial frequency k of the light pulse. Such
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a linear combination takes the form

|ψ〉 =
∑
k,p,n

ck,p |n〉k,p (1.1)

For pure single photon sources, there should only be one term in the sum corresponding

to the number state of one: |n〉k,p = |1〉k,p. Whether or not the light pulse is in such a

state can be tested in the aforementioned Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment. In this

experiment, the light pulse is split to two single-photon detectors which are connected to

correlation electronics, which measure the time delay between detection events for one

detector and the other. If detection events occur at the two detectors with no time delay

between them, then the light pulse contains a coherent light of more than one photon.

This is quantitatively measured as the second-order correlation function

g(2)(0) =
〈n1(t)n2(t)〉t
〈n1(t)〉t〈n2(t)〉t

(1.2)

Where n1(t) is the number of counts detected on detector D1 at time t. If g(2)(0) = 1

there is more than one photon in the pulse. If g(2)(0) = 0, there is at most one photon in

the light pulse. Therefore, a single photon source producing light pulses with g(2)(0) = 0

is producing pure single photons. As the name would suggest, evaluating whether a

single photon source actually produces single photons is incredibly important in deter-

mining the reliability of a single photon source. The security of cryptography schemes

like quantum key distribution and the accuracy of quantum algorithm calculations are

dependent on the single photon pulses produced by these sources.

Indistinguishability is a condition that is reached by a single photon source only

if the photons that it produces are in pure quantum states. In other words, the light
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pulse must be described by a linear combination of modes described by Equation 1.1

with defined complex coefficients ck,p, not a statistical mixture of states described by

Equation 1.1, each with a different set of ck,p coefficients. More quantitatively, indistin-

guishability is described by the mean overlap M between photons in two light pulses.

M can be measured by Hong-Ou-Mandel interference, where two light pulses are sent

through two inputs of a beamsplitter and a detector is placed at each output. If the

light pulses are identical (in the same pure quantum state) they will both exit through

the same output of the beamsplitter, and be detected by only one detector. In this case,

the mean photon wavepacket overlap M is equal to 1. If a signal is picked up by both

detectors, the light pulse isn’t in pure quantum state, and M will be somewhere between

0 and 1. Such indistinguishability is imperative to photonic quantum computation, as

the quantum logic gates must be able to deterministically entangle and manipulate pho-

tons, which can only be done predictably if the photons acting as qubits are in pure states.

Brightness is the most subjective of the single-photon source performance metrics.

Some groups describe it based on count rates on a detector, collected photons per second,

brightness at the first lens, etc. One applicable metric for our purposes is to measure

brightness B as the probability that each light pulse contains only a single photon. For

example, a perfect determinate single-photon source would imply B = 1. Combining

this probability B with the repetition rate of the source (how many light pulses are out-

put per unit time), the transmission efficiency of the pulses, and the detection efficiency

of the pulses, determines the overall efficiency and speed of quantum communication

and information protocols. This speed and efficiency in turn determines the scalability of

the single photon source for use in photonic quantum computation and communication[3].

The metrics of purity, indistinguishability, and brightness come into play when judg-
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ing the merits of the single-photon source production protocol of our laboratory. But be-

fore elaborating on this, it is important to become familiar with the quantum dot/microcavity

system that our laboratory uses to produce single photons.

1.3 Quantum Dot/Microcavity Single Photon Sources

1.3.1 Growth

Our laboratory’s experimental scheme to create a single-photon source relies on the

use of self assembled InAs quantum dots (QD’s) embedded between two Distributed

Bragg Reflectors (DBRs) of GaAs and AlAs in a micropillar structure. A DBR is con-

stituted of multiple layers of two alternating materials with distinct indices of refraction.

The thickness of each layer is equal to λ
4
, where λ is the wavelength of the light resonant

with the QD/microcavity system within the material of the layer. Periodic layers of this

thickness cause constructive interference for the reflection of the component of incoming

light normal to the layers and destructive interference for such light. Because of this,

these layers functionally act as mirrors.

The sample is grown using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). First, GaAs is deposited

onto a GaAs substrate as a buffer for various reasons, the biggest one being to bury

native oxide on the surface. Then alternating layers of AlAs and GaAs are deposited to

form the bottom Distributed Bragg Reflector. AlAs and GaAs can be deposited into nice

layers via MBE because they have nearly identical lattice constants as seen in Figure

1.1. After the deposition of these DBR layers, InAs is deposited onto the sample. As is

apparent in Figure 1.1, InAs has a lattice constant significantly larger than both GaAs

and AlAs (it is about 7% larger than the lattice constant of GaAs).

This lattice mismatch causes a strain on the InAs material such that after about 1.5
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Figure 1.1: Semiconductor lattice spacings[4]

InAs monolayers have been deposited, it is energetically preferable for InAs to bunch up

into little balls, a process called Stransky-Krastanov growth. These balls are the QD’s

and they are typically about 5nm high with a diameter of about 20nm[5].

These QD’s are grown in the middle of the cavity so that they rest at the antinode

(point of maximum electric field) of the standing wave within the cavity. Above this layer,

layers of AlAs and AlGaAs are deposited to form an oxide aperture. During oxidation,

AlAs oxidizes to AlO, which forms the oxide aperture with a tapering length that depends

on the concentration of Al and Ga in the two surrounding AlGaAs layers[6]. After the

oxide aperture layer, another GaAs and AlAs DBR is deposited. In addition, doped

contact layers are grown within both the top and bottom DBR layers, in close proximity

to the cavity. These contact layers can be used to electrically “tune” the QD’s, exerting

the Stark effect to change their emissison properties. [7]. The sample structure is shown

in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: A cross section of the microcavity structure[8]

1.3.2 Quantum Dot Optical Properties

These InAs QD’s have a strong semiconductor optical transition between the highest

valence level and the lowest conduction level[5]. Cooling the QD/microcavity system

down to about 4 Kelvin removes thermal excitations of the QD such that the transition

between the valence and conduction band of the QD can be driven reliably by excitation

light of about 935 nm in wavelength. Driving this transition creates excitons (electron-

hole pairs) which recombine via the process of spontaneous emission, causing the QD’s

to release single photons of about 935nm. Since these QD’s behave as two level systems,

they are often called “artificial atoms”.

Two questions might arise as to the utility of our QD/microcavity structures as a

two-level system after the preceding brief description of its optical properties: “If all

we’re trying to do with our QD’s is replicate the optical properties of atoms, why not

use atoms?” and “If QD’s already have the property of an optical two-level system, why

put them in a complicated cavity structure?”. Each question would be well poised, and

the answer to each requires the consideration of experimental pragmatic constraints. In

terms of the metrics of light pulses produced by single-photon sources (purity, indistin-
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guishibility, and brightness), atoms score extremely well. However, trapping atoms is

a large experimental undertaking that requires ultra-high vacuum, ultra-low tempera-

ture, and laser-cooling techniques. QD’s, by contrast, can be grown on chips via MBE,

and require less exotic experimental parameters in order to control. Because of these

properties, QD’s are two-level emitters that are scalable in a way that single atoms are

not. And while QD’s themselves are scalable, more measures can be taken to augment

their scalability. Embedding the QD’s in a cavity between two mirrors allows standing

light waves to propagate within the cavity, increasing the cross section of interaction

between the excitation laser light and the QD. Compared to a free QD, this increases

power efficiency because a higher fraction of the excitation laser light drives the two-level

transition.

While the physics of QD/microcavity structures is described most accurately by the

language of quantum optics, the rest of the thesis is exclusively predicated on the di-

rections of absorption and emission of the QD’s, which can be understood by taking

QD’s to be classical dipole oscillators. This is an acceptable description based on Bohr’s

correspondence principle, which states that there should be a consistency between the

classical and quantum descriptions of a system as the size of the system increases.

Imagine a perfect dipole oscillator consisting of two very small metal spheres con-

nected by a wire separated by distance d in the ẑ direction. Such a system at t = 0 is

shown in Figure 1.3

At time t the charge on the upper sphere is q(t) and the charge on the lower sphere

is −q(t). Consider driving the charge from the top sphere to the bottom, and back again

at angular frequency ω. The charge on the top sphere with and the dipole moment of
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Figure 1.3: A classical dipole oscillator at t = 0 consisting of conducting spheres
connected by wires of distance d and exchanging charge at a frequency of ω. [9]

the whole system with respect to time are respectively:

q(t) = q0cos(ωt)

p(t) = p0cos(ωt)

(1.3)

Following Griffith’s derivation [9], the intensity of electromagnetic radiation expelled by

such a source is given by

I = 〈S〉 = (
µ0p

2
0ω

4

32π2c
)
sin2θ

r2
r̂ (1.4)

The most important information to glean from this is the dependence of observed radia-

tion upon the observer’s angle θ from the dipole. When θ = 0, or the observer is aligned

with the oscillation direction of the charge, the observed radiation intensity is zero. How-

ever, when θ = π
2

the intensity of observed radiation is maximum I = (
µ0p20ω

4

32π2c
) r̂
r2

. This

means that oscillating dipoles preferentially radiate perpendicularly to the direction of

charge oscillation.

Now imagine that the oscillating electric field no longer exists in the conducting

spheres so that the spheres are in equilibrium. At a specified time, an incident electro-

magnetic wave is shined at the dipole. In order for the electromagnetic wave to drive

charge oscillation in the conductor, the electric field component E of the wave must be
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parallel or antiparallel to the vector pointing from one sphere to another (as this is the

only path on which charge can travel). Because the mutual orthogonality of electric field

E, and wave propagation direction in electromagnetic fields, the incident electromagnetic

field must have a component of its propagation direction perpendicular to the connecting

wire in order to facilitate charge oscillation between the two spheres. In other words,

dipole charge oscillators preferentially emit and absorb at angles perpendicular to the

charge oscillation direction.

While the quantum behavior of QD emitters isn’t described by such a classical dipole

oscillator analogy, QD’s possess a similar absorption and emission directional dependence

as the dipole oscillator. In addition, the microcavities are anisotropic, and therefore they

set the spatial mode. Because of this, the resonance of the two-level QD/microcavity

system is directionally dependent.

1.3.3 Cavity-Mode Excitation Protocol

The current protocol for QD excitation in the microcavity utilizes excitation in the

cavity mode (parallel to the QD’s emission axis). Excitation laser light of about 935

nm enters the cavity through one set of apertures on the micropillar structure (shown

in Figure 1.2). Standing waves then form within the cavity. As previously described,

this standing wave interacts with a QD to produce an exciton, which recombines via

spontaneous emission to produce a single photon of the same wavelength, 935nm. The

single photon is then captured at through aperture at the other side of the micropillar.

There is a major problem that accompanies this excitation protocol. Stray excitation

light that neither becomes a standing wave in the cavity nor interacts with the QD can

pass through the entire pillar to the single phone detection optics! Since the excitation

laser photons and the photons produced by the QD are of the same frequency, no spec-
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trographic analysis can be employed to separate the two signals. Therefore an attempt to

measure the output would result in an incredibly small signal-to-noise ratio, as the num-

ber of stray excitation photons far outnumbers the single photon produced by the QD at

any given instant. In the language of the single-photon metrics previously discussed, the

resulting single-photon source would score low in terms of purity and indistinguisha-

bility. To resolve this problem, a process called post-selection is employed.

Post-selection consists of placing polarizers, oriented 90◦ with respect to each other,

on either side of the pillar. The first polarizer chooses the polarization state of excita-

tion laser light as it propagates in the cavity and interacts with the QD, and the second

orthogonal polarizer ensures that none of this initial light can pass through to the single-

photon detection plane.

This process has been successfully employed by our lab and collaborators to produce

single photons [10]. A depiction of the process, along with a schematic of the state tran-

sition is shown in Figure 1.4.

The process of cross-polarization helps increase the QD/microcavity structure’s

Figure 1.4: A depiction of QD cavity-mode excitation [11]

degree of adherence to the single-photon source metrics of purity and indistinguishi-

bility. However, the presence of a polarizer between the single photon emitter and

11
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the detection optics decreases the amount of single-photons that are detected because

some are blocked by the polarizer! Therefore, the process of post-selection decreases

QD/microcavity structure’s degree of adherence to the metric of brightness. In other

words, there is a substantial decrease in the amount of single-photons captured per

unit time. The extent of this decrease depends on the orientation of the QD’s absorp-

tion/emission axis with respect to the polarizers. The intensity with which light with

a pure state of polarization is transmitted through a polarizer oriented at an angle of θ

with respect the polarization of the light is

I = I0cos
2(θ) (1.5)

To illustrate this point, consider the following circumstances.

Configuration 1: Imagine the QD/microcavity structure is rotated such that there

is an angle θ = 1◦ between the polarizer closest to the excitation laser and the preferred

axis of the QD’s absorption/emission. With this angle there is a 100%∗cos2(1◦) ≈ 99.97%

chance of a given photon being projected onto the correct polarization state to interact

with the QD. This implies that the QD/excitation-light interaction cross section is high

for this experimental setup. However, when the QD interacts with one of these photons

to form an exiton and produce a single photon, the polarization of the single photon will

be rotated by 89◦ with respect to the polarizer’s transmission axis. Such a photon only

has a 100% ∗ cos2(89◦) ≈ 0.03% chance of making it through the polarizer. Thus with

this configuration, many exitons are created within and many single photons released

by the QD, but the vast majority of these photons are blocked by the second polarizer,

creating a substantial decrease in the brightness of the source.

12
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Configuration 2: Now we place the QD/microcavity structure such that it is rotated

such that there is an angle θ = 89◦ between the polarizer closest to the excitation laser

and the preferred axis of the QD’s absorption/emission. As calculated before, there is

approximately a 0.03% chance of a given photon being projected onto the correct polar-

ization state to interact with the QD. So out of many photons in the cavity, very few will

interact with the QD to create exitons which recombine to produce single photons. But

the single-photons that are produced have about a 99.97% chance of making it through

the second polarizer. So with this configuration, very few exitons are created within and

very few photons are released by the QD, but nearly all of the photons that are released

make it through the second polarizer. With a high-power excitation laser and a relatively

high finesse cavity (a long standing wave lifetime in the cavity), the cross section of the

QD/excitation-light can be augmented such that a similar protocol is viable or even ad-

vantageous in terms of the brightness metric.

Configuration 3: Now imagine the QD/microcavity structure is rotated such that

there is an angle θ = 45◦ between the polarizer closest to the excitation laser and the pre-

ferred axis of the QD’s absorption/emission. With this angle there is a 100%∗cos2(45◦) =

50% chance of a given photon being projected onto the correct polarization state to inter-

act with the QD. When the QD interacts with one of these photons to form an exiton and

produce a single photon, the polarization of the single photon will also be rotated by 89◦

with respect to the polarizer’s transmission axis. Such a photon also has a 50% chance

of making it through the second polarizer. These two polarizer-interactions substantially

decrease the brightness of the photon source.

It is evident that in these three configurations of the QD’s absorption/emission axis

with respect to the crossed polarizers, or any variants of the configurations thereof, there
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is a substantial decrease in brightness. This decrease in brightness is unavoidable given

a cavity-mode excitation scheme, and can only circumvented with a new excitation pro-

tocol.

1.3.4 Side-Excitation Protocol

There have been several experimental implementations of QD excitation from outside

of the cavity mode via objective focusing onto the QD[12][13] and via fiber-coupling to

the cavity, using it as a waveguide[14]. In each case, the stray excitation light no longer

travels into the single-photon detection plane. Instead, it travels out the other side of the

pillar or waveguide, depending on the scheme. Let’s define our axes according to Figure

1.5 where y is the layer growth axis and z is the direction of propagation. Because the

light now travels parallel to the DBR layers (the z direction), and the QD emits along

with y axis, the electric field of the light must be polarized in the x direction. A schematic

for such excitation is shown in Figure 1.5

For the purposes of our laboratory’s QD/microcavity structures, the experimental

scheme of coupling a fiber to the cavity and using the DBR structures as a proxy waveg-

uide is preferable. This reduces the toil of aligning optical elements to focus the excitation

light on the dot. In addition, it increases the scalibility of the system, allowing one to

potentially create multiple single photon sources side-by-side, sharing the same cavity

and excitation laser.

While the aforementioned fiber-coupling waveguide protocol has been successfully

implemented[14], there has not been a study of the waveguide properties of the micro-

cavity structures specific to our laboratory. In order to implement such a side-excitation

protocol ourselves, it was necessary to study the fundamental modes of light propagat-

ing in the structure, as well as the power retention of light within the cavity as light
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Figure 1.5: A schematic for side-excitation.

propagates through the structure.
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Chapter 2

Electromagnetic Propagation in

Bragg Waveguide

2.1 Transfer Matrices

In 1976, Yeh et al. devised a generalized theory of electromagnetic waves propagating

through periodic stratified media[15]. Their formalism consists of a vector containing

the incident an and reflected bn electric field amplitudes in the nth layer of a material.

They then multiply the vector by a transfer matrix, which allows one to calculate the

incident an−1 and reflected bn−1 electric field amplitudes in the (n-1)th layer of the same

composition.

an−1

bn−1

 =

A B

C D


an
bn

 . (2.1)

16
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The matrix

A B

C D

 is called the transfer matrix and is defined like so:

A = e−ik1xa[cosk2xb−
1

2
i(
k2x
k1x

+
k1x
k2x

)sink2xb],

B = eik1xa[
1

2
i(
k2x
k1x
− k1x
k2x

)sink2xb],

C = e−ik1xa[
1

2
i(
k2x
k1x
− k1x
k2x

)sink2xb],

D = eik1xa[cosk2xb+
1

2
i(
k2x
k1x

+
k1x
k2x

)sink2xb].

(2.2)

Given the amplitude of incident and reflected electric field in a given layer, one can

calculate the amplitude of the incident and reflected electric field in the same material

layer of a neighboring unit cell (same α number). If one would like to calculate the

electric field in such a layer N unit cells away, they can just apply the transfer matrix N

times.

a0
b0

 =

A B

C D


N aN

bN

 , (2.3)

Or the inverse:

aN
bN

 =

A B

C D


−N a0

b0

 . (2.4)

The Chebyshev Identity states the transfer matrix in this equation can be simplified

17
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as such:

A B

C D


N

=

AUN−1 − UN−2 BUN−1

CUN−1 DUN−1 − UN−2

 . (2.5)

where

UN =
sin(N + 1) ∗KΛ

sin(KΛ)
(2.6)

And K is given by the dispersion relation found in Equation 2.7.

K(β, ω) =
1

Λ
arccos(

1

2
(A+D)). (2.7)

This formalism is incredibly useful for studying guided modes through structure be-

cause it allows one to solve analytically for the electric field profile in a periodic material.

In fact, these equations formed the backbone of Matlab simulations that we used to

understand the mode profile in the microcavity structure.

2.2 Matlab Simulations

There were numerous motivations for performing simulations on our structure. First

of all, it was imperative to know that the microcavity supports guided modes at the

relevant frequency (about 935nm). This was done by using the transfer matrix formalism

within Matlab to study the various solutions to Maxwell’s equations, or modes, that a

simplified form of our structure supports.

To perform analytical calculations of the guided mode profile in the sample, a Matlab

script developed by graduate student John Frey was used. This script relied heavily

on the description of transfer matrices described in the previous sections. The program

first defined three separate transfer matrices for transverse electric (TE) electromagnetic
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waves in the bulk structure (one for AlAs in the DBR’s, one for GaAs in the DBR’s,

and one for the cavity). It also defined the free-space wavelength of the relevant light

as 935nm. Then, in the elements for the coefficients defined in Equation 2.2, a0 and bN

were set to zero, as this describes guided mode solutions for the system (solutions where

no light enters or leaves the waveguide parallel to the growth axis of the layers). The

matrix multiplication was carried out for 20 DBR layers, a cavity layer, then 20 more

DBR layers. The subsequent equation was plotted (shown in Figure 2.1, and its roots

were found with respect to the propagation constant β. For Figure 2.1, the roots were

found to be β = 3.2074 ∗ 107 and β = 3.3064 ∗ 107.

As this transfer matrix formalism is an analytic application of boundary conditions

Figure 2.1: The resulting equation from the transmission matrix protocol described
in the previous chapter, plotted against the propagation constant β. For this plot the
roots β = 3.2074 ∗ 107 and β = 3.3064 ∗ 107. Each root represents a different guided
mode solution for the structure. Plot by John Frey.

to Maxwell’s equations, each root represented a distinct solution to Maxwell’s equations

and thus a distinct mode. These modes were then plotted against the backdrop of the

index of refraction profile. The solution corresponding to the root β = 3.2074 ∗ 107 is

shown in Figure 2.2 and the solution corresponding to the root β = 3.3064∗ 107 is shown
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in Figure 2.3.

While this was a simplified version of the structure (fewer DBR layers and no contact

Figure 2.2: The mode solution for the root β = 3.2074∗10(7) plotted with the backdrop
of the index profile. Plot by John Frey.

layers), it was notable to find the first two guided modes for the free space wavelength of

935nm. In addition, the Matlab code is an ongoing project and I expect it will continue to

produce useful results. These analytic results are paired well with numerical simulation

techniques like BeamPROP.
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Figure 2.3: The mode solution for the root β = 3.3064∗107 plotted with the backdrop
of the index profile. Plot by John Frey.
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Chapter 3

BeamPROP Simulations

Once confirming that light could indeed propagate in similar structures to the micro-

cavities, experimental BeamPROP was employed for further the modal and propagation

analysis. These simulations were not analytic, but their support of 3 dimensions and

beam-input capabilities allowed for a higher degree of scrutiny on how light was prop-

agating in the cavity. The modes were studied with an incident plane wave, then the

intensity profile was studied through propagation simulations within the structure.

Throughout these simulations, a couple of optimization parameters were kept in mind.

In order to realize viable side excitation, it is imperative that a large fraction of incident

excitation light propagates within the cavity. This is important for two reasons. Firstly,

there must be enough energy within the cavity to predictably drive the QD through its

two-level transition. Secondly, peripherally-propagating light can drive unwanted phys-

ical processes, such as the movement of charge carriers, which can affect the emission

properties of the QD. As described at the end of this chapter, alternative placements

of the contact layers within the microcavity structure were studied in BeamPROP to

optimize this metric.

BeamPROP is a software designed to numerically simulate light propagation through
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waveguide structures. It interfaces with a 3D CAD software called RSoft which allows the

user to define waveguide structures with arbitrary spatial geometries and index profiles.

There are two main advantages of BeamPROP that make the software useful for our

purposes. First of all, BeamPROP can easily simulate the propagation of guided modes

in 3 dimensions giving us a more robust view of the electric field distribution within our

microcavity structure. Secondly, the software has the capability to painlessly change the

“launch parameters” of the simulation, allowing the user to input an arbitrary incident

beam profile which enters the waveguide. The biggest disadvantages of the software are

that it is not analytic, and there is no feature to solve for the fundamental eigenmodes of

the electric field within the structure (it just tells you which modes you will excite given

the launch parameters). Because some of BeamPROP’s disadvantageous incapabilities

are covered by the Matlab transfer matrix script, BeamPROP provides the perfect com-

pliment to our previous transfer matrix modal analysis and gives us a richer picture of

mode propagation in our structure.

3.0.1 Beam propagation Method

In order to solve the electric field profile in a waveguide, BeamPROP makes use

of a finite difference Beam Propagation Method (BPM). The simplest iteration of this

approximating method involves solving for the scalar electric field with the Helmholtz

equation. This works for simulations in which polarization is unimportant. However,

because of the anisotropy of the absorbing properties of QD’s (in the plane of the in-

coming excitation light wavefront), the polarization of incoming light is important in our

structures. Specifically, the QD’s will only be driven by TE (transverse electric) polarized

light, and thus our simulations needed to be carried out with a vectorial version of BPM.

In BeamPROP’s approach to vectorial BPM, equations are formulated in terms of the x
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and y components of electric field. The following coupled equations are the backbone for

the BPM method:
∂ux
∂z

= Axxux + Axyuy

∂uy
∂z

= Ayxux + Ayyuy

(3.1)

Where the Aij operators are defined by:
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i
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[
1
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(3.2)

In this equation, n represents the index of refraction (n(x, y, z)), k is the wavenumber,

and k̄ is a constant number chosen to represent the average phase variation of the field.

The operators Axx and Ayy account for the polarization dependence of the simulated

structure because of anisotropic boundary conditions for TE and TM fields. The sim-

plification Axy = Ayx = 0 can be made in the assumption that the transverse fields are

decoupled. This approximation is called the semi-vectorial approximation, and it was

safe to use in simulation of our microcavity structure because the effect of transverse

coupling is weak[16].

3.0.2 Simulating the Microcavity Structure

To simulate the structure of the microcavity, the 3D multilayer environment in RSoft

was used. To build the structure, the thickness of each layer was entered and assigned to

its corresponding material. The layers within the structure contained varying alloys of

AlxGa1−xAs, where x is the fractional alloy parameter. RSoft has an option to enter this
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parameter for a given material, and it correspondingly calculates the real and imaginary

component of the refractive index of the structure. While our real structures contain

small tapered transitions of the alloy parameter in the layers, the multilayer environment

doesn’t have the capability to fully simulate this, so some benign simplifications were

made in the simulations.

In the design, Y was the layer growth axis and Z was the light propagation direction.

The structure was completely uniform along X. The incident beam was defined to have

a wavelength of 935nm, as per the specifications of the excitation protocol. The resulting

two dimensional plot with index of refraction color-mapped is shown in Figure 3.1. The

resulting one-dimensional plot of index of refraction vs. Y is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1: A z cross-section of the multilayer simulation of the microcavity structure.
The indices of refraction of the component materials are mapped to a color-map.

3.0.3 Mode Calculations

As previously mentioned, BeamPROP does not have the ability to solve for the funda-

mental modes of the structure without an incident beam defined. Because of this, when
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Figure 3.2: A one dimensional plot of index of refraction vs. Y for the microcavity
structure. The X cross section is taken at 9.5, however this is not incredibly important
because the structure is uniform in X.

doing mode analysis with BeamPROP, one must choose incident beam with the potential

to excite as many of the fundamental modes of the structure as possible. The structure’s

rectangular geometry and flat entry front made a plane wave a suitable incident beam to

attempt to recreate the fundamental modes of the structure. The resulting modes were

plotted as a XY cross section in 2D, where the electric field intensity is mapped to a

color gradient. The plots for the 0-5th order solved modes of the microcavity structure

are shown in Figure 3.3.

As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the optimal mode profile would be

one that stores lots of energy in the cavity and isolate that energy from other potential

propagation paths such as the contact and DBR layers. It is for that reason that the

mode we would want to preferentially excite is the 2nd order mode, as this maximizes

the energy in the cavity. There is still a significant coupling between the electric field in

the cavity and the top contact layer, but the higher intensity profile favors the cavity as
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Figure 3.3: Modes 0-5 solved by BeamPROP with an incident field of a plane wave.

opposed to the top or bottom contact layer in mode 0 and 1, respectively. That being

said, the 0-2 modes as a group are preferable compared to the 3-5 modes because the

latter group either dissipates a vast swath of the electric field over the DBR mirrors

and/or contains little to no intensity within the cavity.

One can choose which modes to excite by altering the launch field, or the beam in-

cident to the waveguide. For example, to excite the fundamental modes which contain

robust light propagation in the cavity, one can choose to shrink the incident beam to a

fiber mode and align it with the cavity. While the change in beam geometry will excite

some higher order modes of the structure, the increased control in power allocation could

justify it. To demonstrate this, mode calculations were performed with a fiber launch

field of spot diameter 2.5µm. This launch field is pictured in Figure 3.4.

In the following three mode calculations, the fiber was moved first to the height of

the bottom contact layer (Figure 3.5), then to the height of the cavity (Figure 3.6), then

to the height of the top contact layer (Figure 3.7). The distance between the top and

bottom contact layers is about 2µm while the spot size diameter is about 2.5µm, making
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Figure 3.4: Fiber launch field with a spot diameter of 2.5µm.

electric field coupling between the contact layers and the cavity inevitable.

Figure 3.5: Calculated modes of order 0-2 from fiber launch field with a spot diameter
of 2.5µm centered at the bottom contact layer.

3.0.4 Propagation Simulations

In addition to modal analysis at a cross-section along the propagation axis, Beam-

PROP allows one to study how light actually propagates through the user-defined waveg-

uide structure. Choosing the same 2.5µm diameter fiber launch field and centering it at

the cavity, plots along both an X cross-section (Figures 3.8, 3.9) as well as a Y cross-

section (Figures 3.10, 3.11) were output.
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Figure 3.6: Calculated modes of order 0-2 from fiber launch field with a spot diameter
of 2.5µm centered at the cavity.

Figure 3.7: Calculated modes of order 0-2 from fiber launch field with a spot diameter
of 2.5µm centered at the upper contact layer.

While the simulations showed some excitation light propagating in the contact layers,

the majority (or at least the plurality) of light that enters the waveguide travels in the

cavity. This result looked more promising than the modal analysis with respect to the

relative cavity to contact layer energy concentration, but there is one way in particular

in which it could be improved (I will discuss this alteration in the next section).

The next feature of the simulation output to examine was the power loss behavior.

Attempts to fit a curve within WinPlot were not fruitful, so in order to quantitatively

study the power decay of light as it propagates through, the data needed to be imported

to Matlab. A script was written to extract data from a large .dat file output by the

simulation corresponding to the yz plot (such as Figures 3.8, 3.9). The script then found

the maximum power value at Z=0 (corresponding to the Y value of the center of the

cavity), plotted the data along this Y cross section, and fit the data with curve. The
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Figure 3.8: YZ plot of propagation simulation from 2.5µm diameter fiber launch field
centered at cavity. Propagation length was set to 1mm (1000µm). As a reminder, Y
is the axis of the layer growth.

best fit was a sum of exponential functions:

f(z) = 0.999e−0.0285z + 0.3585e−0.001907z (3.3)

The plot for this simulation is shown in Figure 3.12.

While it is hard to glean a neat physical explanation from a phenomena with two

different exponential length-constants, it seems that most of the power dissipation comes

from the light diverging in the XZ plane. This divergence is likely a due to a combination

of the numerical aperture of the incident fiber, causing diffraction of light upon entering

the cavity. Decreasing the spot size of the fiber could help isolate the light in the cavity

more, but it would also warrant an increase numerical aperture and increased diffraction

divergence, causing the power to dissipate more quickly. In addition, some minor dissi-

pation can occur through the absorption of the AlGaAs layers and transmission through
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Figure 3.9: YZ cross-section of propagation simulation from 2.5µm diameter fiber
launch field centered at cavity. Propagation length was set to 1mm (1000µm)

the DBR layers.

In any case, the quantitative description of power vs. propagation direction provides

predictive force for our laboratory’s future direction with side excitation. With this

model, one can construct microcavity structures with a viable propagation length given

a power constraint for the QD excitation process.

3.1 Altering contact layer positions

One strategy to isolate light propagation in the cavity from the contact layers is to

simply move the contact layers away from the cavity. The contact layers can still function

effectively to tune the QD’s if they are spatially separated from the cavity. Four alterna-

tives of the original structure were tested and each alteration consisted of moving each
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Figure 3.10: XZ plot (at Y = 4.75) of propagation simulation from 2.5µm diameter
fiber launch field centered at cavity. Propagation length was set to 1mm (1000µm).

contact layer six layers (about 0.44µm) away from the cavity. The material profile plot

for the original structure and four variants are shown in Figure 3.13, and the resulting

YZ plots of the simulations are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.

It is evident that there was a large difference between the fraction of light that

propagates in the contact layers in the original structure compared to the first shift in

contact layer position. As the contact layers continued to move outward this fraction

continued to diminish but nowhere close to the rate it diminished between the original

structure and the first variation. As a qualitative point, moving the contact layers a

small distance away from the cavity has a very large effect on the amount of unwanted

light propagating in the contact layers. As aforementioned, this extra light can cause the

motion of charge carriers which inadvertently changes the optical properties of the QD,

so it is best avoided if possible.
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Figure 3.11: XZ plot (at Y = 4.75) of propagation simulation from 2.5µm diameter
fiber launch field centered at cavity. Propagation length was set to 1mm (1000µm).

Figure 3.12: Cross section of Figure 3.8 (along Y=4.75) plotted with an 2-term expo-
nential curve of fit. The equation for this fit is f(z) = 0.999e−0.0285z+0.3585e−0.001907z.
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Figure 3.13: Profile plot of original microcavity structure and four variants of contac-
t-layer/cavity distance.

Figure 3.14: YZ plot of power traveling through original microcavity structure and
four variants of contact-layer/cavity distance.
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Figure 3.15: YZ plot of power traveling through original microcavity structure and
four variants of contact-layer/cavity distance.
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Chapter 4

Imaging of Guided Modes

In order to realize the side-excitation scheme, it is necessary to experimentally verify

that guided modes indeed propagate through the structure at relative frequencies. To

characterize the guided mode profile through the Bragg-reflective waveguide sample, an

imaging system with two different light sources was created. The white light broadband

source was used for the purpose of illuminating the sample for alignment in the image

plane. The broadband IR source was used to direct guided modes through the microcavity

structure and the output was captured for our analysis.

4.1 Setup

One source was a white light broadband source with the purpose of illuminating the

sample for alignment. A fiber lens was attached to the white light fiber in order to col-

limate the beam, improving the quality of the image. The white light collimated beam

reflected off of two mirrors placed for the purpose of beam walking, then entered a 70:30

beam-splitter. 70% of the light was reflected toward an infinite conjugate objective with

a magnification of 150, which focused the incoming beam onto the sample. This focused
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light reflected off the sample, and was recaptured by the objective. Because the objective

is infinite conjugate and the sample surface was placed at its focal length, the white light

image of the sample left the back of the objective as a collimated beam. 30% of this

beam passed through the same 70:30 beam-splitter, then reflected off of two mirrors (for

beam-walking) then was focused to a camera by a lens with a focal length of 10cm. The

path of the white light image is shown by the blue line in Figure 4.1.

The other source was a broadband IR source with a peak of about 943nm and a

full width half maximum of about 50nm. This IR light is provided to the system by a

tapered fiber, which focuses the beam down to a 2.5µm spot size at a working distance

of 14 ± 2µm. Note that this spot size is greater than the height of the cavity in the

sample (which is about 0.3µm). This means that the structure does not support entirely

confined cavity modes in this setup. Such a broadband source was employed in order

to negate extraneous interference patterns that would occur in the imaging were only

one frequency used. Because each frequency produced a different interference pattern in

the image, using multiple frequencies caused a linear combination of each of these inter-

ference patterns in the image, effectively flushing out any specific interference pattern.

This IR source shined through the sample, and the guided modes were collected by the

imaging setup. The schematic for this setup is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Experimental Protocol

The experiment began by aligning the white light beam, beam-splitter, objective,

sample, focusing lens, and camera components. The beam-splitter was shifted off-axis

by a few degrees in order to avoid imaging the light that was reflected from the objec-

tive’s lenses, as this extraneous light rests in a different image plane. After a successful
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Figure 4.1: Optical setup for the observation of guided modes with a broadband IR source

alignment with the white light, an image of the sample can be observed. Such an image

is shown in Figure 4.2. In Figure4.3, one can see the bottom, cavity, and top contact

layers.

After the white light image was observed, the broadband IR source was turned on.

Because of the limited power of the IR laser and the dissipative propagation through the

extended sample, the image observed from these guided modes was much weaker than the

white light image. To accommodate this, the exposure time of our camera was turned up,

and the white light source was turned off (as it would saturate the image). Despite the

difference in wavelength, our image has shown little change in position or scaling when

the white light source has been swapped with the IR source in previous experiments. Two

different images are shown, one in which the cavity guided modes are quite visible and

the bottom contact layer guided modes are barely visible (Figure 4.4), and one in which

the top contact layer guided modes are visible (Figure 4.5). Each image is accompanied

by an identical image pointing out the dimensions in the pictures with respect to the top
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Figure 4.2: Microcavity sample imaged in white light

of the sample. Based on image analysis through ImageJ, the relative distance of guided

modes fit both the image of the sample (Figure 4.2) and the modelled structure in RSoft

(Figure 3.1). The bottom contact layer’s modes are most likely weak because the layer

is smaller. There is also substantially excited top-DBR mode in Figure 4.5 that appears

to correspond to the m=3 mode in the original BeamPROP mode analysis (Figure 3.3).

It is also important to note that there are excited higher-order modes present that aren’t

depicted in Figure 3.3.

Based on the observations, our current microcavity system supports guided modes

through the cavity at relevant frequencies.
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Figure 4.3: Microcavity sample imaged in white light. The bottom and top contact
layers as well as the cavity are visible.

Figure 4.4: Cavity guided modes as well as very faint bottom contact layer guided
modes. The faintness could be from oxidation or other damage to the surface of the
contact layer.
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Figure 4.5: Top contact layer guided mode, as well as an excited top-DBR mode.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, the current cavity-mode excitation protocol was described, and the prob-

lem with post-selection’s diminishment on the our laboratory’s quantum-dot/microcavity

single photon source’s brightness was raised. The side excitation scheme for quantum dot

excitation was then proposed, requiring a theoretical characterization of guided modes in

our laboratory’s microcavity structure. This was first described via an implementation

of the transfer matrix formalism introduced by Yeh et. al[15] in a Matlab script written

by John Frey. This script analytically solved and found two guided modes of a simplified

version of the structure, proving that the structure supports guided modes at relevent

frequencies. This simulation was paired with a series of simulations with BeamPROP,

a numerical finite-difference beam propagation method solver. The RSoft CAD environ-

ment was used to model the multilayer structure in 3 dimensions. Mode analysis and

propagation simulations were then performed on the structure using BeamPROP, and

the electric field intensity vs. propagation length was plotted and fit to a double-termed

exponential in Matlab. The distance between the contact layers and the cavity layers

was iteratively changed and propagation simulations were performed to qualitatively an-

alyze the amount of unwanted light propagating in the contact layers. It was found that
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moving each contact layer away from the cavity by about 0.44µm greatly diminishes the

amount of light propagating in the contact layers. Experimentally, guided modes were

observed with a broadband IR source through the top contact layer, the bottom contact

layer, and most importantly, the cavity.

There are a number of future research directions that could advance this project.

Finding a correspondence between the Matlab and BeamPROP simulations would be a

worthwhile verification that the simulations can both reliably describe the microcavity

structure’s supported modes. Studying the effects of cleaving the sample to diminish

the beam’s dispersion in the X direction as it propagates through the sample could be

useful as this may decrease the beam’s rate of power loss. In addition, beginning to

create structures with the altered contact layer geometry could mitigate the problem of

light propagation in the contact layers during the implementation of the side excitation

scheme.
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